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Transient tells the story of Franky DeLuna, an 
undocumented immigrant who was brought to the US 
illegally from Mexico when he was a little boy. Franky 
dreams of being an inventor but is forced to not exist in the 
country that he calls home. After being deported for 
contacting the police in order to prevent the rape of one of 
his coworkers, Franky reunites with his father in Mexico and 
tries to make a new home in this foreign country that he is tries to make a new home in this foreign country that he is 
technically from. But facing the life-threatening corruption of 
the cartels which killed his grandfather and forced his 
mother to bring him to the US years ago, Franky must 
decide if his home is a country that he doesn't know or a 
country that doesn't want him. A new take on borders and 
the American Dream. 

This film seeks to highlight both the urgent need for 
immigration reform and the circumstances that many youth 
are facing today – not only Latinos, but all who were 
brought to the U.S. by their parents in hope of a better life. 
Today they are grown and in a land of opportunity, but 
have very limited access and are forced to be invisible. 
This is their story. 

Transient will shoot from June 16th to August 1st in 
Austin, TX with one week of filming in the Rio Grande 
Valley. Post-production editing, coloring, and sound 
design will be completed by August 2015. It is a narrative 
independent feature film that will run about 110 minutes.

THE STORY

THE Purpose

THE Plan



Mariana is from Monterrey, NL in Mexico and also partially grew up in McAllen, 
TX. She is set to graduate from the University of Texas at Austin in 2017 with a 
bachelor’s degree in Radio-Television-Film and a certicate in Social Entrepre-
neurship and Non-Prots. She has been working in lm for 4 years and has 
produced many works over the years, including being the Director of Photogra-
phy for a number of student short lms. She is nally tackling her rst feature. 
She feels strongly about the story and connects to it personally because of her 
background. Mariana seeks to be a professional cinematographer in the future.

Mariana Gonzalez
Producer / Social Media / Key Grip

JP Jaramillo is a lmmaker, visual effects artist, and entrepreneur. He founded 
Blulight Studios in 2010, a company which has created TV programs, commercials, 
music videos, presentations, and other commercial projects. With an ever-increas-
ing understanding of computer-based editing, JP continues to innovate in the 
realm of computer-generated visuals, animation, and CGI. He's excited about a 
sequence in Transient where the illusion of a moving train will have to be created 
almost entirely from computer graphics. Transient has some unique opportunities 
ffor some exciting visual moments no other lm has seen before.

JP Jaramillo
Visual FX Supervisor

Tyler is a graduate student at Dartmouth, nishing up a master's degree in liberal 
studies. His thesis is an original teleplay. He grew up in San Antonio, TX, and did 
his bachelor's at Baylor University in Literature.  Tyler loves storytelling and the 
collaborative, creative environment in lmmaking. He feels that it is wonderful to 
be a part of team with a common vision and purpose. He’s very interested in pro-
duction design, which involves taking the script to the next level of how to best 
represent the story visually.

Tyler Walton
Production Designer

Sherrl will be in charge of make-up for the production, along with her crew from 
Grave Land Special Effect and Make-up Artistry Studio. Sherrl started out on the 
beauty, glamour, and fashion side of the industry, but also learned special effect 
work and has added zombie and undead effects to her repertoire.  She absolutely 
loves using makeup to bring out the best in people: be it a beauty queen or a 
horric monster, on stage, screen, or even just walking down the street.  She is 
always on the lookout for new sources of inspiration and new ways to improve 
her cher craft and looks forward to helping bring visions to life for years to come.

Sherrl Carpenter
Make-Up Artist

Alex grew up in McAllen, TX and is set to graduate from Dartmouth College in 
2015 with a degree in Film Studies. He founded a video magazine called (Re)Vi-
sion which aims to inspire youth to be passionate visionaries. He also started a 
club in his college that makes lms that embrace their social signicance. Alex 
has interned on the set of Grey’s Anatomy, in the writer’s office of Blue Bloods,  
and as an editor and production manager at The Bindery. Alex is passionate 
about using lm for its message in a creative way. This is Alex’s rst feature,  but it 
is mois more than a lm to him. He seeks to spark a wave of change  in the conversa-
tion about immigration reform.

Alexander Stockton
Writer / Producer / Director

A lifelong fashionista, Randi founded the Dartmouth Fashion Council during her 
freshman spring and continues to serve as president of the organization and 
creative director of the annual fashion show. She began working in the costume 
shop of the Dartmouth Department of Theater and fell in love with the idea of 
costume designing and has since costumed a variety of theatre and lm produc-
tions.

Randi  Young
Costume Designer

Eric Parsons - Associate Producer                   Varun Bhuchar - Line Producer             
Hughie Sagona - Production Sound             Darwin Ragsdale - Cultural Supervisor       
Erica Ayala - Script Supervisor                          Lisa Ramon - Production Manager                
AJ Limones - Assistant Director                       Charlie Luna - Assistant Director                    
Marshall Copous - Assistant Camera             Lorena Peña - DIT/Production Editor   
Colton Constanzo - Assistant Camera           Emmett K. Perkinson - Gaffer
Jeff Jeff Mertz - 2nd Assistant Camera                   Luke Doyle - 2nd Assistant Camera
Nick Grisham - 2nd Assistant Camera           Alex Schultz - Best Boy/Grip                              
Sebastian Sada - Best Boy/Grip

The  Crew

Taylor is a local Austin lmmaker who graduated from the University of Texas at 
Austin with an emphasis in Cinematography and Lighting. He’s spent his time 
since then working on numerous narratives, music videos, and commercials. 
Transient will be his rst feature to shoot and he is so thrilled for all the visual 
opportunities presented to tell Franky’s story.

TAylOr Washington
Director of Photography

THE  FILMMAKERS    
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Ana is originally from Durango, Durango and has grown up in the valley since she 
was 8 years old. She has been involved in theatre and this is her rst feature lm. 
She is excited to be part of this project because she feels immigration reform is a 
very important topic that needs to be spoken out about.

Ana  Sofia  Rodriguez
as Ale

Brandon is 8 years old and from McAllen, TX.  He’s been given the opportunity to 
appear in many commercials so early in his career. He’s excited about his role in
Transient because it gives him the chance to continue doing what he loves while 
representing his roots.

Brandon  Espinoza
as Pancho

Theo Gutierrez as Theo                                         David Flannigan as John
Woody Wilson as Padre Cristobal                    J. Alan Nelson as Officer Smith
J. Quinton Johnson as Officer Jackson          Lisa Sosa as Dr. Gonzalez
Wilfredo Ruiz as Cesar

Supporting  Cast

Efrain is from San Benito, TX, and has had a passion for acting and singing all his 
life. He’s had the opportunity to work on features lms, short lms, television 
series, and even his own television show.  Prior to acting, he was a motivational 
speaker for at-risk youth.  One of the reasons he is excited to be a part of Tran-
sient is to motivate our youth that hard work and sacrices become real life suc-
cesses; it is through our individual and combined efforts that we can be 
successful.

Emily is from the Rio Grande Valley, she was very involved in theatre through out 
college and got bot her BA and MA in theatre. This will be her rst feature lm, 
but has worked on smaller lms and in many theatre productions. It was short 
notice but we are so happy to have her in our lm and glad that she is able to 
make the trip up to Austin to be a part of this wonderful lm and ll such a won-
derful role!

Efrain  Valdez
as Paco

Emily Ruby Fierros
as Letty

Michael was born in Miami, FL, and is of Nicaraguan descent. His love for acting 
began when he saw the lm Jurassic Park for the rst time. In 2007, Michael and his 
family moved to Texas and he has been pursuing acting as a career since 2011. 
Michael has stayed active in the Austin lm scene. He has worked on several shorts 
and played the character Underling in Robert Rodriguez’s From Dusk Till Dawn: The 
Series. Transient will be Michael’s rst feature lm and he hopes that this lm will 
serve as a platform for voicing the concerns and dilemmas that millions of undocu-
memented individuals face in this country.

Michael  Ocampo
as Franky Deluna

Jeannie has been working in lm on and off since 2009. She has recently taken 
the plunge to be a full -time actress this May and Transient is her rst lm project 
this year. She was born and raised in Laredo, TX, a border town that deals a lot 
with immigration. She was drawn to the lm because she can help tell the other 
side of the story. This is a new challenge and she can’t wait to bring life to her 
character, Anita.

Jeannie  Carter Cruz 
as Anita

Cheyenne is currently a junior pursuing a BFA in Acting at St. Edward’s University. 
This is her rst time working on lm, and she’s really looking forward to the chal-
lenge. She has a wide range of stage experience, including the title character in 
Eurydice,  Tyler in Some Girls, and Tink Solheim in Museum. Having spent a great 
deal of her life traveling to different parts of the world, she’s developed a global 
perspective that has greatly helped to expand her understanding of those far 
outside her own circumstances.  Franky’s story is one that needs to be told, and 
shshe’s thrilled to be a part of that experience.

Cheyenne  Barton
as Brit Reagan

THE  CAST

The pre-production team held an open casting call in 

Austin and McAllen, Texas throughout the end of 

April. The team was booked solid throughout those 

four days, and scoured through over 100 submissions

to select the principal cast. We couldn’t be happier 

with the turn out!

Unprecedented
Casting   Response
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We will be shooting our film on a Red Scarlet-X camera that can capture 4K motion footage with advanced 
capabilities such as HDRx with a native 13.5 stops of dynamic range. This camera and our 
cinematographer’s experience will give us a high quality and cinematic production. We are working hard to 
carefully design the shots for the whole film, using various techniques to put the audience in Franky's mind. 
The scenes you saw in our video were camera tests with some of our cast. The scenes were not rehearsed, 
but were for the purpose of seeing the capability of the camera and developing a visual language.

THE Camera



In our film, the main character's father makes a 
comic book about his son. We have found a 
talented artist/animator, Jose Victor Rivera to 
design the sketches and comics in the film. 

THE COmic



THE  DIFFERENCE

All cutlery and plates used for our meals will be reusable. We 
will bring our own and wash them ourselves to avoid 
disposable waste. On set, every crew and cast member will 
have a reusable water bottle. Every day there will be water jugs 
on location that will be relled when needed and cleaned 
weekly. We are great supporters of the ditch disposable 
movement as we feel disposable materials create unnecessary 
waswaste. All scripts on set will be digital, and we will avoid the 
use of printing or paper as much as possible. 

We are teaming up with non-prots so that our lm may be used as 
tool to further the movement for immigration reform. We want to put 
not just this story but your stories out there. This story is ctional but 
was inspired by the lives of many who face more boundaries than just 
physical ones. Almost all of our crew is working for free, dedicating 
their full summer to bringing this story to life because they are so 
passionate about this issue. 

SSo embark on this journey with us! We want you to be here with us and 
we want you to help us tell this story. This story is as personal as it is a 
global issue. It is time for change. 

As part of our initiative to open up the conversation of immigration 
reform, we will be holding an event at a local restaurant at the end of 
every week throughout production. All who attend will get to watch 
scenes and clips from the footage captured that week and listen to live 
music by local bands who are scoring our lm. We could not do this 
without Vicky Sepulveda of Chica About Town, who is organizing the 
events and nding restaurants who will donate food for our cast and 
crcrew during the week in return for us hosting our weekly viewing events 
at their establishment. The food will be delicious, the music will be great, 
and we will invite everyone to tell their personal stories, and how they 
feel about immigration and immigration reform.

Sustainable 
Filmmaking

This is not only a film ,
But a Movement

Working
Locally



Our full budget that we have calculated is 
$50,000 and includes: 

    • Lodging
    • Food
    • Transportation
    • Cinematographer and Equipment
    • Permits
    • Studio Rental    • Studio Rental
    • Props
    • Production and Art Design
    • Animation
    • Talent
    • Sustainability Initiatives

While we have gathered most of this, we are While we have gathered most of this, we are 
still short of the necessary budget. We have 
held various fundraisers and have gathered 
interested investors, but to rent all of the 
lighting and camera equipment, to pay our 
talent, and to create authentic environments, 
we need your help.

We need your help to make this film possible. You can 
contribute in a variety of ways:
    • Donate to our KickStarter!
    • Participate in our discussions throughout the    
      summer!
    • Invest in us!
    • Sponsor us!
    •     • Work on set!
    • Act as an extra!
    • Spread the word via Twitter, Facebook, and
      Instagram!
Above all, we want you to participate in any way that 
you can. No contribution is too small!

For investment inquiries, please
contact us via e-mail at: illegalinvisible@gmail.com

Check out our Kickstarter: tinyurl.com/TransientFilm
Like us on Facebook: facebook.com/TransientFilm

The BUDGET

Your Contribution
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